
From: Sonja Wiser
To: Janet Pinaire
Cc: Jenna Kay; Jacqui Kamp; Oliver Orjiako; Jacqui Kamp; Bart Catching; Jose Alvarez
Subject: RE: Ideas
Date: Tuesday, February 7, 2023 7:33:00 AM

Good morning Janet; thank you for your comments related to the 2025 Comp Plan.  Your comments have been
forwarded to staff and will be added to the 2025 Comp Plan Index of Record.  Your name will also be added to our
database to receive all future communications related to the 2025 Comp Plan. Thanks again.

-----Original Message-----
From: Janet Pinaire <janpinaire@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, February 6, 2023 5:50 PM
To: Cnty 2025 Comp Plan <comp.plan@clark.wa.gov>
Subject: Ideas

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of Clark County. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

As a relatively new resident it would certainly appear that housing is a top priority , with rents being unaffordable it
is mandatory that low income or mid income housing is a so necessary. The homeless situation has become so
serious that they have not where to go and leave such a trail of trash. Its on the top of my list, Truly a lack of growth
plan with subdivisions going in everywhere with no thought to how it impacts traffic and for sure schools and their
needs.
The lack on light rail is huge , the vine has no impact on we who live farther out. Of course, the rebuilding of I 5 
bridge is at the top of the list with sooooo much money having already been spent on studying a problem that we all
know is way past due . We need another bridge to cross the river.
I am a frequent patron of the libraries and would like to see continued funding for them  . They serve a vital need .
Certainly the police and sheriffs respond time needs  to be addressed as the new sheriff has said. I feel very
confident about our election process and am proud of the officials that over see the elections . As a county resident
we pay a huge amount of taxes plus a large amount for trash, water etc.
I think we need a constant refresher for earth quake preparedness . As a new resident I need that. I feel Marilee does
a good job of trying to help neighborhood associations , keep it up.
Sincerely, Jan Pinaire
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